
 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

To:  All Northumberland  
        Headteachers  

Your ref: SCP 
Our ref: SB/SC 
Enquiries to: Nicola Taylor 
Email: nicola.taylor@northumberland.gov.uk 
Tel direct: (01670) 624061 
Date:  April 1st 2019 

 
Dear Headteacher 
 
Re:   SEND Commissioning Panel Academic Year 2019-20 
 
You may be aware that over the course of the past year the SEND Panel has been operating 
under new terms of reference which were coproduced with a working party through 2018-19. 
It is the responsibility of the Panel to advise the Council on the allocation of funds from the 
High Needs Block to support individual learners with special educational needs and/or 
disabilities.  We have had really good representation at Panel from mainstream and special 
schools over the course of the past year, which has supported transparent and consistent 
decision making, and a level of peer challenge. 
 
As we move into the next academic year, we need to ensure that the panel remains 
consistently multi agency, and thereby continues to provide a good level of  professional 
challenge across the areas of education, health and social care.  New mechanisms are in 
place that ensure better quality and consistent advice from all parties involved in submitting 
evidence upon which decisions are made. Schools have been advised of and continue to be 
supported around the essential evidence required when requesting a statutory assessment 
for a learner (EHCP assessment).  Evidence of having met need at SEN Support level via a 
graduated approach, as identified in the Code of Practice 2015, is compulsory. 
 
In order for decisions to be robust, membership of the Panel needs to include senior leaders 
from our mainstream schools across all phases, and throughout this academic year this has 
been achieved, with two or three volunteers attending over half term blocks. This system of 
organisation has worked extremely well, with ‘teams’ working together for consecutive 
weeks. All evaluations completed by Panel members reinforce that this has helped ensure 
better consistency and continuity.  
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The developments have ensured that the Northumberland SEND Commissioning Panel is 
discharging its responsibilities fully, and is well aligned with good practice nationally. 
 
Panel meetings take place each week on a Wednesday 14.30-17.00 at County Hall.  This 
time has been selected in order to try and make it more manageable with regard to  
taking time out of a school day.  In addition to the meeting, pre reading of the papers is 
required which can take up to four hours. We appreciate that this is a significant time 
commitment and hope to offset that in part  by requesting just a half term of attendance.  We 
are therefore looking again for up to 12 volunteers to enable the mainstream education 
leaders’ role to be fulfilled at each meeting.  It is an exciting and useful opportunity to 
develop an understanding of the range of learners the local area is supporting, and of the 
processes and challenging decisions that have to be made with regard to equitable 
allocation of central resources. Again, Panel members’ evaluations over this year have 
confirmed that it has helped them in many ways, and has allowed them a perspective on the 
wide range of learners we support within our communities, and the ways in which schools 
are meeting needs. They report that it has helped inform practice in their own schools.  
 
We will be running short training sessions for panel members on a half termly basis to 
support full participation in decision making.  If you would like further details about what is 
involved or would like to express an interest in providing your knowledge and skills to 
support the work of the Panel, please contact Nicola Taylor, SEND Project Manager.  You 
will subsequently receive information about the terms of reference and the training sessions. 
If you have already volunteered this past year, you are more than welcome to attend again. 
 
We look forward to hearing from you, and request that expressions of interest are received 
before Friday 10th May to enable training sessions to be planned and panel attendance 
organised for the full academic year. 
 
Yours sincerely 
 

 
 
Sam Barron 
Head of SEND Strategy, Northumberland County Council 
Designated Clinical Officer, Northumberland CCG 
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